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Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is a new paradigm that has been emerged by the advances in the Cloud
Computing for Mobile devices to access Cloud services. The data security challenges against the data
thefting, deleting, corrupting, or exploiting are existed as the data storage and access to/from the cloud
has been most popular. In order to handle these data security issues in the cloud and to provide protec-
tion for the data, some innovative encryption methods have been developed. One of such encryption
methods is Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) that has a more control on the data in cloud as which is
accessed by whom. Since from the recent years, many of academic researchers have paying a widespread
of attention on using advanced cryptographic techniques to securely store, process, also share data over
the untrusted cloud environment. One of the promising cryptographic techniques which can solve the
open challenge of regulating the fine-grained access control of important data over the distributed cloud
is the Cipher text Policy – Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE). Therefore, a survey of work is presented
in this paper on different CP-ABE methods for the secure mobile cloud computing architecture. This paper
presents some works that are focused on secure data storing, accessing and sharing using CP-ABE meth-
ods over the untrusted cloud environments. All the works that are studied are analyzed and compared
with each other in the results to find the best out of it.

� 2021 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

The persistent access can be empowered by the distributed
computing for the information resources. The information man-
agement systems such as remote information storage, calculation
of outsourced label, etc. can provide cloud servers over distribute
computing environment. Then such cloud servers are used along
with the CP-ABE methods and Verifiable Delegation (VD)
approaches in order to ensure the data protection and the undis-
puted status of the appointment [1].Fig. 1.Fig. 2.Fig. 3.Fig. 4.Table 1.

Two types of attribute-based encryptions are there in which
first one is the Key Policy-Attribute Based Encryption (KP-ABE)
and second one is the Cipher text based-ABE (CP-ABE). The key
dealer determines the access control model to be taken in the mid-
dle of KP-ABE framework instead of enciphering which limits that
framework usage and incentive in sensible applications [2]. The
cipher text in this CP-ABE scheme identified within actuality
related to maintaining access structure. Then the all attributes
are gathered to label every unopened secret key. The user can
get an access to encrypted data file if and only if the privilege of
his/her cipher text matches with the privilege of access control
model’s predefined cipher text. Obviously, this method is theoret-
ically closer to the previous access control models.

On the other hand, the access control model for universal
framework is the most ingrained type of category criteria in the
middle of an ABE framework which the devices express a predeter-
mined program [3]. Some of the previous methods addressed for
the secure mobile cloud computing environment are surveyed
and three of the works are presented in this paper. At last all the
works are analyzed and compared in the result which may help
the researchers who are doing works under finding the reliable
security framework for the mobile cloud computing environment.
2. A brief review of Cp-Abe

The private data to be shared to all data users is the wish of data
owner. Suppose the cloud is utilized to save the data [4]. The data
owner gives access to all data users to access the data rather than
giving permission to individual data users. All the data users can
cheme,
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only access data when they have proper attributes to access data of
others or else cannot access the data. An Access Policy is applied by
DO for this private data. If the attributes of the users and access
policy are matched then data can be accessed by the end user. With
following steps the CP-ABE encounter this need. They are A) The
owner of the data summing up the data in a single Cipher text
and the access policy B) The cipher text is decrypted by the data
user by utilizing their secret key when the user have correct attri-
butes. The CP-ABE implementation is based on 4 algorithms such
as (A) Setup (B) Generation of Key, (C) Encryption, (D) Decryption
((E) Global set-up).

AU stands for Attribute Universe which is having all users’ pop-
ulation. Based on the set of attributes in the AU the access set
called A is configured by DO (Data Owner) for data named as M
in CP-ABE [9]. Through a PK means Public Key the M named as
message and its A called access set both are encrypted by the
DO. A private key called SK is assigned by a Data User called DU.
The SK is subset of the AU and associated with his attribute list.
For the Master Key the AA is generated both SK and PK. Using SK
the DU can decrypt the message and access it when SK have the
correct attributes for that message.

(A) Setup: A security parameter is given to the setup algorithm
as input. The master secret key of systemMK and PK public key are
returned by setup. Data owner utilizes the PK for encryption. To
generate secret keys MK is utilized by AA and SK is utilized for
DU. The key authority is only one knows the MK. Output is Setup:
{k} ? {MK, PK}.

(B) Encrypt: PK is the input to this encryption algorithm. M is
the plain text and A is used as access structure. The output of this
algorithm is cipher text named as CT. Output is Enc: {PK, MK, A}?
CT.

(C) Generation of Key: ‘w’ is allocated as bunch of attributes
which are given as input to this algorithm. These are associated
with the secret master key MK and user. Secret key SK is the output
of this algorithm. Output is Key Gen: {MK, w}? SK.

(D) Decrypt: For attribute set a secret key SK and the cipher text
CT are takes as inputs to this algorithm. It gives return the message
M when the user attribute is matched with the access structure of
cipher text CT. Output is Decryption: {Secret Key, Cipher Test}?
Message.
2.1. CP-ABE in computing architecture of mobile cloud

CP-ABE Challenges in MCC: Up to now discussed about the
algorithms which are contained by the CP-ABE. Now it is good to
discuss about the problem which are encountered in CP-ABE.
Mainly 3 challenges are faced by data user. They are computation
cost of cipher text (DO), the communication cost of cipher text
(DO) and finally computation cost of secret Key (DU) [10].
Fig. 4. Ckm-Cp-Abe Model For Cloud Data Sharing.
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Architecture features: To remove the problem called resource-
constrained mobile devices different schemes are researched and
architectures are developed. Different schemes of architectural fea-
tures are explained in below list. Note that some of these schemes
can utilize more than one feature.
2.2. Architecture features

(1) Encryption in the Cloud: In this feature the encryption of
ABE is given to Cloud server from mobile device [11].

(2) Decryption in the Cloud: In this feature the decryption of
ABE is given to Cloud server from mobile device.

(3) Pre-encryption: In this feature to distribute computation
costs the encryption of ABE is converted into pre-encryption.

(4) Pre-decryption: ABE decryption scheme in this feature con-
verted into pre-decryption first and decryption secondly in order to
address the computation cost challenges [12].

(5) Finite size cipher texts: In this feature the access policy is
defined through constant-size cipher texts to limit the extensive
attribute lists computation impact.

(6) Constant-size secret keys: In this feature through secret keys
with constant-size and restricting the impact of extensive attribute
computation is sets of individuals.

(7) Multiple Authority extension: In multiple attribute authori-
ties the CPABE scheme is operated in this feature and supports
‘‘universal attribute set” which is a large scale [13].

(8) Online-Offline feature: In this feature the encryption of ABE
and decryption of ABE are fully dependent on Cloud services. It has
an ability of performing local high difficulty computation when
internet is not connected to this mobile device. That means mobile
is in charging [1415].
3. Survey on Cp-Abe schemes

3.1. RS-CP attribute based encryption scheme

A scalable, flexible and fine-grained access control method is
developed and implemented with Cipher text Policy-Attribute
Based Encryption (CP-ABE) like an effective cryptographic tech-
nique. But the computation cost, overhead of data owner and revo-
cation are some of the challenges faced by the existed CP-ABE
based techniques. Such challenges can be addressed in the paper
[5] by proposing a Revocable Sliced-Cipher text Policy ABE (RS-
CP ABE) in which splitting algorithm is applied. In this paper, sym-
metric encryption is executed on huge size of dataset with the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) while the asymmetric
encryption is executed on a finite length of key with CP-ABE. If
the only one slice revocation is a case, then the re-encryption is
carried out. Then the performance and security evaluations are
exposed and proved their model. A fine-grained access control
method which overcome afore mentioned limitations is ensured
with this RS-CP ABE technique by employing it into the cloud com-
puting environment. Figure (1) shows the system model of this RS-
CP ABE model which comprised of four major parts as follows:
3

DO: DO is Data Owner. Publishing the data and defining the
structure to access it are the responsibilities of a DO. The accessing
of data in unauthorized way and even in authorized way also con-
trolled accordingly by applying the access structure policy to the
proper data. Therefore, a digital envelop is created in this model
by suggesting this DO in this system model with all the aforemen-
tioned activities for providing security to the data against network
attacks.

TPA: TPA is a Third-Party Authority. A truthful authority is
offered by this. The honest responses for various performed
requests are correctly provided with this TPA. In configuring and
generation of secret key it acts as an essential one.

CP: CP (Cloud Provider) is contains two interactive devices as
follows:

CAS: CAS (Cloud Access Server) is a server dedicated to the
access control. It executes the re-encryption technique on a single
slice randomly selected among ‘n’ slices that are divided from data
file in order to reduce the utilization of resources and provide the
more security levels to the data which is the main function of this
CAS. Data integrity is also ensured by execution of XOR operation
followed by computation of hash key for various slices. At last,
such re-encrypted slice with encrypted data is send to the cloud
server and then the respective URL (Uniform Resource allocator)
can be received as a response.

CSS: CSS (Cloud Storage Server) is a device in which data is
stored. In general, it is a hardware component.

DU: In order to execute some operations on data file like read
and write, this DU (Data user) entities the request. According to
the attributes of user DO predefine such privileges. A directory is
used to register every DU and group of attributes are utilized to
describe such DUs. Accessing the cloud environment stored with
the encrypted data is the main intention of Him/her. This
encrypted data file is decrypted by the DU exactly when the soli-
cited file’s attributes list that are predefined in the access structure
associated with the attributes of Him/her are matched.

3.2. Traceability and revocation updatable CP-ABE scheme

The fine-grained access control model that is suitable to the
complex commercial applications over the encrypted data is
offered by CP-ABE. There may be a challenging problem occurred
by the malicious users or attackers misuse their secret key which
can’t be traced because of the rights to multiple users in one-to-
many encryption method for sharing the similar decryption privi-
leges. The revocation of a malicious user from system is necessary
if he intercepted an attack in order to further increase the security
level.

Therefore, a new white box traceable and traitor vocation
updatable CP-ABE method is proposed in the paper [6] to deal with
such above mentioned challenges. This scheme used a fixed point
and unique identifier to achieve the traceability and revocation
respectively. Traceability is achieved by embedding the fixed point
in secret key of users whereas traceability is achieved by assigning
the identifier to every user. Furthermore, message is encrypted by
using the secret exponent which was separated into two compo-
nents. The access policy is assigned with the one element and other
one is assigned to revocation list. The updatable cipher text process
thus significantly simplified since it was just required to update
some part of cipher text components if there is change in revoca-
tion list. The method proposed in this paper has more efficient in
achieving a proper revocation and updating cipher text in compar-
ison with the other existed methods. Figure (2) shows this CP-ABE
system model framework for made more clear illustration of sys-
tem. It has four parts that are discussed below.

TA: This TA called Trusted Authority is completely trusted one.
The master secret key along with the public parameters are defined
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by this TA for the entire system. Furthermore, it performed the
responsibilities of secret key generation, malicious users or
attacker tracing and traitor revocations. The public revocation list
and identity table are also maintained by this TA in this structure.

DO: DO or Data Owner is the user who shared his/her data to a
user group. Then the responsibilities of DO are specifying the
access structure, data encrypting and the cipher text outsourcing
to cloud.

DU: The cipher text outsourced in the cloud is accessed by this
DU (Data User). However, DU can only be recover the messages
successfully if he/she has authorized set of attributes and is not
present in revocation list.

CSP: This CSP (Cloud Service Provider) an honest but curious
service provider. That means every authorized request will execute
honestly but the information from the process and their results are
taken as much as possible. The outsourced cipher text in the cloud
is updated if change occurred in revocation list.
3.3. Privacy-Preserving access control using CP-ABE

In order to design a cloud assisted system for the sharing of
mobile multimedia information, the primitive method that has
been adopting most widely is the Cipher text-policy ABE (CP-
ABE) because of its ability to allow the encrypt or in defining the
access policy in prior to the message encryption. The access policy
in the majority of researches uses the cipher text to send in the
form of plaintext. The privacy of users against the other users
who can know the cipher text or even against the unauthorized
user to decrypt the data can be exposed by such of plaintext form.
Moreover, the CP-ABE includes encrypt and decrypt operations
which cannot be frequently carried out in the limited resource
mobile devices. This problem may result in reduction of mobile
device user’s interest for the sharing of their multimedia informa-
tion through such devices [7].

In this method, attribute name as well as value are used to
describe every attribute. Here, the access policy exposed just the
attribute names only and the cipher text is embedded with the
attribute values. Offline and Online are the two encryption phases
that are divided. The intermediate components of cipher text are
first prepared in offline phase of encryption by the data owner.
Then the legal cipher text resulting from the reception of an access
policies encryption requirements and multimedia information can
be formed quickly in the online phase by the data owner. The
decryption computation overhead and matching test’s computa-
tion overhead are finally offloaded into the cloud server with the
decryption outsourcing approach employment. This paper
described that the PPCMM method in a standard model has
showed an adaptively more secure from the security proof. This
also indicated that there is a great reduction in the computation
cost for online encryption phase also for user decryption by analyz-
ing the performance of the PCMM.

The system model of PPCMM is shown in figure (3) which
includes four different bodies. Multimedia Data Owner (MDO),
Attribute Authority (AA), Multimedia Data User (MDU) and Cloud
Service Provider (CSP) are such four types of bodies.

MDO: The multimedia information that is to be shared through
CSP is present in this MDO. There is a requirement of defining
access policy which describes the attribute using the attribute
name with their subsequent attribute value in prior to the encryp-
tion and uploading of multimedia information in to CSP. The inter-
mediate components of cipher text can also prepared by this MDO
for the battery power saving in prior to the execution of online
encryption phase which operation was carried out with existing
multimedia file information on a particular access policy.
4

AA: The system model is initialized by this AA and he is respon-
sible in issuing public parameters and keys generation for MDU
based on the attributes.

MDU: private keys are obtained by the MDU from AA. He also
tried to access CSP for the multimedia data that has been
encrypted. If the name and the values of attributes matched with
those of names and values in the current access policy, then only
accessing is success. For doing such matching test operation in
addition to perform partial decryption task, CSP is used.

CSP: The ABE cipher text corresponding to the encrypted multi-
media information is stored. In addition, with partial decryption,
matching test computational outsourcing service is also provided
by the CSP.

3.4. Collaborative key management protocol in cipher text policy
Attribute-Based encryption

A CP-ABE (CKM-CP-ABE) scheme is proposed in the paper [8].
The representation of the CKM-CP-ABE system model for cloud

data sharing is shown in figure (4). In cloud data sharing, it con-
tains mainly 5 steps.

1) CL: In this step by using the front-end devices user nothing
but client named as CL wants to approach data in cloud storage.
Now a day’s mostly the mobiles are the front-end devices used
for cloud services. The plain text in the cloud to be accessed by
the CL when the user attributes are matched with the cipher text
access policy. Assuming that some mobiles are performance-
restrained so that the client may threatens from key exposure.

2) KA: In this system KA means key authority is main compo-
nent. Main calculation parts are covered by the KA like key update,
key generation, etc. In this system KA is curious to know the plain
text value but it will not tamper with it. So KS can be assumed as
semi-trusted.

3) CS: In this system total storage management is under CS
(Cloud Server) responsibility. Any data transfer is under control
of cloud server. Cloud server may semi-trusted.

4) DS: DS is denoted as Decryption server which can provide
more dominant computing capabilities. It takes the control of most
operations and isolates them but not all operations in decryption.
Let us say decryption server is semi-trusted. Since DS was suitable
to CKM-CP-ABE scheme such access channel is not secured to guar-
antee data security.

5) DO: The DO is named as data owner. Data owner is the first
user who uploads the data in server. Data owners are the original
owners of data who have the access attributes, but others require
permission to access the plain text.

Hoping that all steps involved in this system are not combined
with each other to theft the data. If it happens then the proposed
system will not helpful and waste. In this system key authority is
utilized to authenticate the all attributes. In its system KA and CS
are worked together to generate the set of elements represent
the all issued attributes in public parameters. Let public parame-
ters denoted as params. When the data is uploaded by the data
owner it encrypted first by utilizing the params and forwarded to
for the initial CT called CTinit and uploaded to key authority. It is
re-encrypted by the key authority for ultimate CT denoted as CTulti
and is saved in cloud server. To continuously and secretly produce
3 various elements of the PK management protocol was helped
based on client’s attribute set S ¼ h1; h2; h3 � � � :f g. They are CPK1,
CPK2 and CPK3 are hold on by key authority, cloud server or client.
When the user try to get the data from server then the decryption
server takes CPK1 and CPK2 to change into the CT from CTulti from
CTΜ eventually. The client takes the plaintext CPK3. In this CKM-
CP-ABE system from the ultimate cipher text only the plaintext is
gained using all 3 PK elements. It means to decrypt CT user need
to be in touch with cloud server and key authority.
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4. Result analysis

In this result analysis section, all the results and performance
evaluation of four papers that are surveyed in this paper are stud-
ied and then a comparison among those schemes can be carried
out and a tabular form is given to show the comparison analysis.
Here, in paper [5] the CP-ABE scheme is implemented in mobile
cloud computing environment which provide a fine-grained access
control. It uses a splitting algorithm with re-encryption in revoca-
tion scheme and key is updated when there is a change in revoca-
tion list. This CP-ABE scheme has a robustness against various
attacks thus provide high security and it also provides low compu-
tation cost and high performance. Then the paper [6] used updated
CP-ABE scheme with which three functionalities are achieved such
are traceability of white-box, revoking of traitor and updating the
cipher text. The secrecy forward characteristic has also achieved
by this scheme which makes it most suitable one for the realistic
and complex business application.

The PPCMM is implemented in the paper [7] in which the pri-
vacy policy is addressed simultaneously with the efficient encryp-
tion and decryption techniques. This scheme has a very low
computation cost because of the efficient decryption outsourcing
technique which helps in realizing matching test and reduced
the final decryption for the users. The security analysis in this
paper demonstrated that this scheme achieved more secured,
effective and practical outcome. Finally, the paper [8] used a CP-
ABE scheme with collaborative key management protocol which
enhanced the key management efficiency and security over a
mobile cloud data sharing environment. In this, private key update
algorithm is constructed by introducing set of attributes for fine-
grained access control and instant revoking of attributes. Table (1)
depicts the comparison of performance analysis of different works
surveyed in this paper.
5. Conclusion

In general, one of the most widely used schemes to deal with
the security challenges of data in the cloud environment is CP-
ABE. This method has provided a finite level of scalability and flex-
ibility to eliminate the requirement of data owners for managing
every single request. Therefore, for this a fine-grained access con-
trol model is maintained by each data owner and they issue the
access to the user if he/she had proper attributes. In this paper four
papers that addressed this CP-ABE scheme in providing fine
grained access control are surveyed. The main aim of this survey
is to obtain the knowledge on such scheme and how they over-
come the challenges occurred in mobile cloud environment. The
5

performance analysis and result analysis of studied works are ana-
lyzed and then a comparison was performed. This survey can in
future helpful for the researchers to work on their research under
implementing a reliable mobile cloud computing system with high
security.
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